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  DISTRICT: 
Public Plan - Needs Assessment for ESSER 3.0 

General Information 

LEA Name Director of Schools 

Address 

Phone # ( ) -

Students & Enrollment 

Mission & Vision 

Grades Served # of Schools Total Student Enrollment 

Ra
ce

/
Et

hn
ic

it
y American Indian/Alaska Native % Asian % 

Black/African American % Hispanic % 

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander % White % 

Multiracial % 

Economically Disadvantaged % English learners % 

Students with Disabilities % Foster % 

Students Experiencing Homelessness % Students in Military Families % 

Migrant % Students with High-Speed Internet at Home % 

This needs assessment for ESSER 3.0 is built to be a summary of the major elements to consider in strategic planning for effective resource 
allocation for those funds. The department also encourages updates to ESSER 1.0 and 2.0 spending plans to align with needs as they are 
updated and develop. Local plans and those submitted through InformTN for the comprehensive district plans will likely be more detailed 
and thorough, with specific call-outs by individual school need. The state template is intended to provide the public with a data snapshot to 
inform community engagement related to the needs of the district that ESSER 3.0 dollars may support. 
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ACADEMICS 
Topic Supporting Data and Notes Interpretation of Data and Identified Needs 

Kindergarten 
50%+ School Year 
Remote 

Provide information on any increase in the number of students whose 
“first time” experience in a formal school setting will be 2021-2022. 

Instructional Days 

Days In-Person 
Total number of in-person days in the 2020-21 school year (number 
of days and percent of the year) for elementary, middle, and high 
schools in your district. 

Days Virtual 
Total number of virtual days in the 2020-21 school year (number 
of days and percent of the year) for elementary, middle, and high 
schools in your district. 

Quarantine Closures 

Summarize the number of days or weeks schools were closed due 
to quarantine and how that varied across the district. Differentiate 
between elementary, middle and high schools and only provide 
summaries in the context of broad impact (number of students 
impacted, on average). 

Additional Impacts 
on Instructional 
Time 

Summarize any other significant impacts on instructional time (more 
than 5 days). Examples may include: staffing shortages, weather or 
natural disasters, technology access or issues, etc. 

Overall Impact 
Summarize engagement in virtual instruction, by grade band. This 
should include the academic and relational experience during the 
2020-21 school year. 

Student Achievement, Instructional Materials and Interventions 

Benchmark Data 
Provide the district average for beginning, middle, and end-of-year 
diagnostic/screener data comparisons. Provide overall data as well 
as by student group. 

Literacy Summarize the impact of early reading compared to previous years. 
Provide overall data as well as by student group. 

ACT 
Summarize ACT data for your district (participation and outcomes) 
compared to previous years. Provide overall data and by student 
group. 

Interventions (Above 
and Beyond RTI) 

Summarize any proactive interventions included in 2020-21 to 
address potential concerns, as applicable. 

School Activities and 
Enrichment 

Summarize any impacts on enrichment programs, school activities, 
etc. during the 2020-21 school year. 

Remember that a needs assessment is to specifically name those areas where additional support, resources, or attention would positively benefit students. 
That requires the identification of areas to strengthen as a result of the pandemic. The needs assessment may also include areas that were already focus 
areas for the district that have been exacerbated as a result of the pandemic and where additional investment may be warranted or beneficial. 
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STUDENT READINESS 
Topic Supporting Data and Notes Interpretation of Data and Identified Needs 

Transitions and Pathways 

Transitions into 
Middle School 

Summarize challenges for students new to middle school during the 
2020-21 school year. 

Transitions from 
Middle School 

Summarize challenges related to students who are leaving middle 
school in Spring 2021. 

Transitions into High 
School 

Summarize challenges for students new to high school during the 
2020-21 school year. 

Graduation Rates Summarize challenges related to students who will graduate in Spring 
2021 compared to previous years. 

Dropout Rates and 
Disengagement 

Summarize challenges related to expected drop-out rates credit 
recovery needs or engagement concerns with high school students in 
the 2020-21 school year compared to previous years. 

CTE 
Provide any decrease in the number of CTE courses, concentrators, 
completers, and/or inabilities to participate in coursework needed to 
fulfill concentrator/completer status due to pandemic restrictions. 

Course Availability 
Provide an overview of courses that were not able to be offered 
during the 2020-21 school year as a result of pandemic related 
challenge (not including CTE, which is referenced above). 

Special Populations and Mental Health 

Special Populations 

Summarize challenges related to supporting students with 
disabilities, English learners, students experiencing homelessness, 
students in foster care, migrant students, and economically 
disadvantaged students during the 2020-21 school year. 

Mental Health, 
Behavioral and 
Other Supports, 
Interventions and 
Staffing 

Summarize challenges related to mental and behavioral health. As 
applicable, include limitations related to observation and interaction 
with student in the virtual learning environment. 

School Nurses Summarize challenges related to shortages or limitations in school 
nurses (or similar). 

Remember that a needs assessment is to specifically name those areas where additional support, resources, or attention would positively benefit students. 
That requires the identification of areas to strengthen as a result of the pandemic. The needs assessment may also include areas that were already focus 
areas for the district that have been exacerbated as a result of the pandemic and where additional investment may be warranted or beneficial. 
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EDUCATORS 
Topic Supporting Data and Notes Interpretation of Data and Identified Needs 

Staff Retirements 
Summarize differences in the number of staff retirements during 
the 2020-21 school year as compared to previous years. Please 
differentiate between instructional staff and other staff. 

Staff Resignations 
Summarize differences in the number of staff resignations which 
occurred during the 2020-21 school year as compared to previous 
years. Please differentiate between instructional staff and other staff. 

Extended 
Quarantines 

Provide the number and percent of instructional staff and non-
instructional staff who faced more than two quarantine periods (10 
days or longer). 

Classroom 
Vacancies 

Provide the total vacancies for the teacher of record in the district 
during the 2020-21 school year. 

Other Vacancies Summarize any other critical vacancies that impacted the district 
during the 2020-21 school year. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
Topic Supporting Data and Notes Interpretation of Data and Identified Needs 

Access to Technology 
Provide the percent of time when students learning in a virtual 
environment did not have consistent access to a device. Provide this 
information for elementary, middle, and high school grade bands. 

Access to High-
Speed Internet 

Summarize student and staff access to high-speed internet during 
virtual instruction, how that changed over the year, and how that 
might have impacted opportunity and access. 

Facility Constraints Summarize facility constraints that impacted instruction (ie. space 
concerns leading to hybrid schedules). 

Remember that a needs assessment is to specifically name those areas where additional support, resources, or attention would positively benefit students. 
That requires the identification of areas to strengthen as a result of the pandemic. The needs assessment may also include areas that were already focus 
areas for the district that have been exacerbated as a result of the pandemic and where additional investment may be warranted or beneficial. 
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Summary of Key Priorities 
For each of the sections below, list the top 3 investments your district will make to address the data indicated above and accelerate 
student achievement. 

ACADEMICS 

1 

2 

3 

STUDENT READINESS 

1 

2 

3 

EDUCATORS 

1 

2 

3 

FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS 

1 

2 

3 
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	Text Field 36: Bradford High School had 100% participation on ACT.  Our composite scores stayed consistent.  In 2019 the composite score was 21.7.  In 2020 it was 21.2, and in 2021 it was 21.3.    Our ED students are the only subgroup reported due to our small numbers and they stayed consistent over the past three years as well.  We don't have an identified need in this area.  Our district plans to continue to increase the overall ACT composite by offering an ACT prep class during the school day, Praeto test, and ACT practice materials for our students.
	Text Field 38: We continued with all our enrichment programs and activities throughout the school year.  We did have our Open House and Parent-Teacher conferences virtually.  Our Literacy Night and Family Engagement activities were held virtually as well.  We will continue to offer enrichment programs and school activities either virtual, in person, or a hybrid as pandemic conditions allow.
	Text Field 37: We offered before and after school tutoring throughout the school year.  We also provided summer remediation/tutoring.  In our high school and middle school, we have a 35 minute remediation period built into the school day.  Our elementary school has a 45 minute "grow-time" for remediation built into the regular school day.  While we showed gains from our pre-test to our post-test during summer programming, some students are still not on grade level.  We plan to target those students with our before and after school remediation and during the summer.  We do not have the classroom space to provide RTI services in a safe and effective manner.  We currently are using a storage room and a foyer to provide RTI2 services to students.
	Text Field 35: Based on CASE formative assessment data for the 2020-2021 school year, K-3 data was significantly lower than previous years for % projected proficiency.  Due to this data, our identified need is K - 3rd grade literacy and foundational skills.  Our district needs an additional Early Literacy Coach to address learning loss due to COVID-19.
	Text Field 31: We were in school for all but 11 days during the 2020-2021 school year, due to a high number of students and staff being quarantined.  We closed for 3 of the 11 days due to our cafeteria staff having to be quarantined.  We were in school for the remainder of the year (169 days).  We did have some students who were quarantined at various times throughout the school year and received instruction virtually, but not in large enough numbers that we had to close school.
	Text Field 40: In 2020-2021 our Elementary school included grades Pk-6.  Sixth graders who transitioned to middle school had to move to a new building, have all new teachers, and change classes each class period.  This was a big adjustment for students.  We have a parent meeting in the spring of each year to help both parents and students understand the transition.  To meet our need, we have moved 6th grade to our high school building to assist them with transitioning and to align all grade bands.
	Text Field 41: Our high school consisted of grades 7-12 in the 2020-2021 school year.  They remained in the same building and had many of the same teachers in high school that they had had in 8th grade.  Their biggest challenge was developing their 4 year programs of study.  We have an 8th grade tranisition night to help both parents and students prepare for this.
	Text Field 42: The biggest challenge is in developing their 4 year program of study and aligning teachers' schedules from both the middle and high school setting.  We have multiple teachers that teach both middle and high school classes.
	Text Field 43: Students missed their spring ACT assessment as a junior and experienced some learning loss due to Covid 19.  They were unable to complete the classes during their junior year but all students completed the requirements for graduation.
	Text Field 44: We experienced no noticeable differences in drop-out rates for the graduating class of 2020-2021.  We offer summer remediation for any student who needs to make up credits for graduation but no graduating students needed remediation.
	Text Field 45: None.  We were in school 169 days in the 2020-2021 school year.  CTE was not impacted as far as courses, completers, concentrators, nor in their ability to participate in coursework.  
	Text Field 46: None.  We offered the same classes that we always offer.  Students that had to miss some days due to quarantine still took their classes virtually until they were able to return to school.
	Text Field 47: There were some challenges experienced by students of special populations.  For example, students with disabilities who had to participate virtually in direct and related services did not receive the most effective services as they would have had they been in person.  There were times when they did not log in when they were supposed to or they had connectivity issues, making it more difficult to fully track their progress.  We plan to hire an additional educational assistant to assist with inclusion services and support for SWD to address learning loss.  We had two EL students in 2020-2021 school year and since this is the first time we have ever had EL students we had no data to compare.  We had no homeless or migrant students.  Our economically disadvantaged students attended online classes when necessary at a rate comparable to all students.  
	Text Field 49: We only had one nurse in 2020-2021 and her workload increased drastically.  In addition to her normal duties in working with students, she had an overload of additional students who had or thought they may have had covid symptoms.  In addition she had to make numerous calls to parents concerning students and student quarantines.  During the current school year, we have hired an additional school nurse through the ELC grant to assist with student and faculty/staff health issues related to COVID-19.
	Text Field 48: Less than 1% of our population was virtual at any given time during the year.   Most students had returned to on-site learning by the end of the first grading period.  Special education teachers made home visits when necessary.  A member or members of our staff checked in with students who were virtual on a daily basis.  Occasionally students or parents would not respond to this daily check-in.  When this happened our SRO would do a wellness check.  Some students did experience issues related to mental and behavioral health.  Our School Social Worker is currently staying after school and is planning to work during the summer to address the SEL needs of students and families.
	Text Field 51: We experienced no noticeable differences between this school year and previous school years as far as retirement.  We only had one member of our instructional staff to retire.  
	Text Field 52: We did have a difference in the number of instuctional staff who resigned than in previous years.  While we are a smal school district, we typically have little to no turn over.  We had four teachers who took positions with other school districts.  We had one education assistant who resigned to start her own business and one who resigned to return to be a substitute teacher.  We do offer a strategic compensation plan from local funding to provide teachers with a bonus based on test scores.  This is also an incentive to stay with the district.  Teachers who resign are not eligible for the previous year bonus amount.  We also offer a signing bonus for teachers in hard to staff areas (example - special education, high school science, etc.)
	Text Field 53: We did have a high percentage of instructional staff and non-instructional staff who faced one quarantine period of 10 days or longer.  We had one member of our instructional staff and one member of our support staff that had to quarantine for two quarantine periods.  
	Text Field 54: We hired one teacher to replace a teacher who retired, and we hired two additional teachers at Bradford Elementary School.  One teacher was hired through ESSER 2.0 funds to reduce class sizes and increase focus on early literacy and numeracy skills due to learning loss due to COVID-19.
	Text Field 55: Our cafeteria staff was quarantined which caused us to have to shut down for three days.  Our district and school administrators and educational assistants assumed control of the cafeteria, allowing us to reopen schools.
	Text Field 56: Most all students who were engaged in virtual learning had a device.  If they did not have a device of their own, our district provided them one.  The district purchased chromebooks for students, interactive panels for classrooms, and will purchase audio enhancement equipment to assist in early literacy for K - 2nd grade classrooms.  Devices were checked out to students when virtual learning occured.  In addition, when we had a school wide shut down, all students were sent home with a Chromebook unless they had their own devices.  We are a 1-to-1 district so we have enough Chromebooks for all students.  The interactive panels were utilized in the classes to provide vitrual instruction.  As with technology, we will continue to purchase new Chromebooks as other technology needs repair or updated equipment.
	Text Field 57: When the pandemic first hit, we had three families that did not have internet access.  We provided them with hotspots.  They soon gained internet access and turned the hotspots back in to us.  We have purchased an additional five hotspots for students that might need them while quarantined.  
	Text Field 58: As mentioned in the academic section, we are conducting intervention classes in a storage area and foyer due to facility constraints.  It was difficult to safely distance multiple students in the intervention setting.  Therefore, we were limited in the time and amount of students we were able to provide intervention services for.  This is a definite need for our district.  In addition, we are utilized ELC funding to renovate an additional school nursing facility and the parking lot to assist with COVID-19 testing and pickup for students.
	Text Field 59: We will address learning loss by increasing the amount of time on task in core academic subjects through before and after school and summer remediation/tutoring.
	Text Field 63: We plan to hire an additional educational assistant to support students with disabilities in an inclusion and/or special education setting per the IEP.  This assistant will support SWD to assist with specific skills/gaps due to learning loss.  This has been and will be funded through ESSER funds.
	Text Field 66: Our district provides a strategic incentive bonus plan to make our salaries competitive with surrounding districts.  This also serves as a retention bonus because teachers who leave, with the exception of retirement, are not eligible for strategic compensation pay.  All of these funds are paid from general purpose funds.
	Text Field 69: We will improve early foundational skills by installing audio enhancement technology in grades K - 2nd to assist students with the sounds first foundational skills curriculum.
	Text Field 61: We have hired a school-based learning loss coach at Bradford Elementary to provide and coordinate additional intervention services for two years in K - 3rd grade with a focus on early literacy.
	Text Field 64: Our district plans to utilize ESSER 3.0 funds to provide additional mental and behavioral health supports by our School Social Worker after school and in the summer.  We will provide additional time to support the SEL needs of students and families outside of regular school day.
	Text Field 67: We also offer a signing bonus that is paid in hard to staff areas.  Teachers receive half the amount in the first year and half in the second year of teaching.  Again, this is paid from general purpose funding.
	Text Field 70: Our district purchased additional hotspots to assist with wireless connectivity for digital learning when necessary.  The hotspots were purchased from general purpose funds and not federal funds.
	Text Field 62: Our district hired an additional elementary teacher through ESSER 2.0 funds to reduce class size and focus on early literacy and numeracy skills at Bradford Elementary.  The grant funds will be used to fund this position for two years.
	Text Field 65: Bradford Special School District is also hiring an additional school nurse through ELC funds to assist with student health and COVID related issues.  This will allow us to have two full-time nurses to provide services to our students.
	Text Field 68: We also provide a Christmas bonus and stipends for teacher leader positions during the school year.  This bonus and stipends are paid from general purpose funds.
	Text Field 71: We plan to build two intervention classrooms at Bradford Elementary to provide RTI2/intervention services during the school day in an environment that is condusive to student learning.


